TV WHITE SPACES
MIGRATION FROM TEMPORARY KEYS TO PERMANENT TVWS KEYS
The purpose of this document to assist with the migration to TVWS permanent keys for installed TVWS RDL-3000 radios
using temporary (region 0) keys.

BEFORE YOU START
• Have the latest version of the TVWS Guidance document. The latest version is available via Double Radius and ISP
Supplies.
• You will need the latest software version. You can get this software from the distributor you bought the Redline
equipment through.
• To install radio software, you will need an FTP/TFTP server running on your computer. TFTP works well for local
connections; however, FTP works better over live networks.
• To run command lines on RDL-3000 TVWS radios you will need Telnet/SSH running on your computer, PuTTY or
Microsoft or equivalent.
• TVWS (Region 12) permanent keys and tokens are supplied by Redline via distributors, Double Radius or ISP
Supplies.
• The maximum transmit power per RF chain is 18dBm for a total output power of 21dBm as per FCC regulations.
• Ensure TCP ports 443 and 53 are open in your network for RDL-3000 TVWS radios to communicate with Nominet
database.
• RDL-3000 TVWS radios use the default DNS 8.8.8.8 and 8.8.4.4. If this DNS is not supported in your network, then
you can change this parameter via the following command lines, “set dnsip1 <ip>” for primary and “set dnsip2
<ip>” for secondary.
• IP plan needs to be determined for the base station (Ellipse) and subscriber radios (Enterprise RF) to access the
Nominet TVWS database.
• Default Gateway needs to be configured on base station (Ellipse) and subscriber radios (Enterprise RF).
• Ensure operating frequency (TV channel) is allowed by TVWS database. Re-run TVWS channel search,
https://usa.wavedb.com/, to confirm the frequency being used is allowed. Refer to pages 3 and 4 on how to
intrepid channel search and the conversion of TVWS channels to center frequency.
• To avoid any truck rolls, ensure all SS’s (subscriber radios) are configured with a static IP address. If the SS is using
DHCP and loses communication for any reason then you will need to use a rescue IP address, 169.x.x.x, and will
need local access to recover the radio.
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• Ensure all CLI commands and variables formats are followed exactly as displayed otherwise errors could occur. An
example of incorrect format is forgetting to add the ‘+’ sign in front of the phone number or adding dashes in the
phone number. If something does go wrong consult the system log file as descriptions of the potential issues that
are preventing the system to work are displayed there.
• The following information starting with the coordinates for the WSDB Configuration/Control screen will need to be
completed for each TVWS radio installation.

If the radio does not have a GPS antenna connected or does not support a GPS antenna connection (Enterprise RF),
then coordinates will have to be entered in manually. If the radio (Ellipse) is connected to a GPS antenna, then the
coordinates can be entered in automatically if “Use GPS” is enabled.

PROCEDURE
1. Upgrade all radio to the latest software version.
2. Use the following CLI commands to change default DNS to a supported primary and secondary DNS.
a.
b.
c.
d.

“set dnsip1 DNS IP”
“set dnsip2 DNS IP”
“save config”
“show config” – scroll up to top of printout to confirm DNS IP change
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e. Example commands:
		 i. set dnsip1 8.8.4.4
		 ii. set dnsip2 8.8.8.8
		 iii. save config
		 iv. show config

f. Show config example – scroll up to confirm DNS changes were saved
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3. Updated radios with routable IP plan and correct default gateway. Confirm radios can reach the Internet by logging
into the radio via Telnet and running a ping command to a known DNS server:

4. Use following command line add the TVWS option key to “Option Key 2” and token. The commands are:
a. “set wsdb tvws_auth_token <alpha numeric token>”
b. “save config”
c. “set optionskey 2 <alpha number key>”
d. “set wsdb tvws_auth_token” to confirm token was saved
e. “set optionskey 2” to confirm key was saved
f. Example commands:
		 i. set wsdb tvws_auth_token d-1c10abf8-2486-4e61-b05b-6ae1425f8f3b
		 ii. save config
		 iii. set optionskey 2 “F1N0KCGD-FUTWAWLI-H3JKC3NQ-511SG4SH-B3C7U8PN”
		 iv. set wsdb tvws_auth_token
		 v. set optionskey 2
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5. Starting with the base radio or SC, enter the following CLI commands for WSDB Configuration.
a. set wsdb latitude <deg min seconds North> - coordinates of radio installation
b. set wsdb longitude <deg min seconds West> - coordinate of radio installation
c. set wsdb height <antenna AGL> - antenna height above ground level
d. set wsdb owner <name of ISP>
e. set wsdb contact <support contact>
f. set wsdb street <ISP street address>
g. set wsdb city <ISP City>
h. set wsdb state <ISP State>
i. set wsdb postal <ISP zip code>
j. set wsdb country <ISP country>
k. set wsdb email <ISP support email>
l. set wsdb phone <ISP support phone>
m. set wsdb usegps off – if GPS antenna is not connected/Enterprise RF
n. set wsdb loglevel 1
o. save config
p. show wsdb – to confirm all WSDB parameters have saved
q. Example configuration below
i. set wsdb latitude “38 47 51.6120 North”
ii. set wsdb longitude “120 43 27.1200 West”
iii. set wsdb height 30
iv. set wsdb owner “Redline”
v. set wsdb contact “Chris Wyard”
vi. set wsdb street “Test Street”
vii. set wsdb city “Shingle Creek”
viii. set wsdb state “CA”
ix. set wsdb postal “ 95682”
x. set wsdb country “US”
xi. set wsdb email “cwyard@rdlcom.com”
xii. set wsdb phone “+16475059255”
xiii. set wsdb usegps off
xiv. set wsdb loglevel 0
xv. save config
xvi. show wsdb
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6. Activate permanent TVWS key (Region 12) on base station (Ellipse) or SC. Once the permanent key is activated the
temporary key will disable and cannot be used.
7. Reboot radio.
8. After reboot log back in and verify that WSDB Configuration/Control fields are populated correctly.

9. The radio will display the contiguous channels and center frequency based on selected channel size under “Basic
Wireless Configuration”. After successful connection, the TVWS registration information will show the allowed
contiguous channels, in black font with center frequency, and the not allowed contiguous channels, in red font.
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10. Testing the base station (Ellipse) TVWS Database Connection. The base station communicates with the TVWS
database via its Ethernet port. Connect the base station to your network. Select “WSDB Status”. The base station will
enable its transmitter with successful connection to the WSDB, White Space Database. As long as the channel size and
frequency do not change on the base station, the remote radio will reconnect to the base station after it reboots even
though the remote radio permanent key is not installed. Repeat the same procedure with the remote radio.

11. Testing the subscriber (Enterprise RF) TVWS Database Connection. The subscriber communicates with the TVWS
database via its RF port. After the subscriber radio registers with the base station, the subscriber proceeds to
communicate with the WSDB. A confirmation that the subscriber successfully connected to the WSDB is when the RF
connection stays up permanently and is not disconnecting and reconnecting. Connect with the subscriber radio and
select “WSDB Status”.
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BASIC TVWS DATABASE CONNECTIVITY TROUBLESHOOTING
Server Connectivity Status Failure
1. Check Ethernet port is connected with no duplexing issues between Ethernet switch/router and RDL3000 radio.
Force Ethernet port on RDL3000 and Ethernet switch/route to 100Mbps Full Duplex.
2. Check radio is using a routable IP address.
3. Check radio default gateway is configured.
4. Check configured DNS is configured and supported through network.
5. Ensure TCP ports, 443 and 53 are open in your network.
6. Confirm network connection is not down by pinging DNS, Gateway, or Google website.
Registration Status Failure
1. Ensure Access Token is entered and activated.
2. Contact Redline Support, support@rdlcom.com and request another Access Token to be generated.
3. Ensure all fields starting with coordinates are completed.
4. Ensure phone number has a +1 in front of the number.
Channel List Status Failure
1. Ensure Antenna height is not over FCC regulations, 30m. Verify number expected channel by doing a TVWS channel
search at https://usa.wavedb.com/.
2. Ensure coordinates have been entered correctly.
3. Ensure antenna gain has been entered under Wireless Configuration.
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